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Warhammer: Battle March

Take control of 6 unique Warhammer armies as they clash in three dramatic campaigns, including the malevolent Skaven, the proud High Elves and the dreaded Dark Elves. Heroes and Champions lead their battalions to war and challenge opponents in duels to the death



	Publisher: NAMCO BANDAI Games
	Last updated: February 1st, 2011
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Warhammer Dark Nexus Arena

Dark Nexus Arena is an multiplayer online battle arena set in the grim dark future of Warhammer 40,000. You need to fight to claim the Dark Nexus, a mysterious crystal with the power to unleash carnage upon all enemies and master a galaxy of characters and battle your enemies for supremacy.



	Publisher: Whitebox Interactive
	Last updated: January 31st, 2016
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Warhammer®: Mark of Chaos™

Warhammer: Mark of Chaos is a real time strategy game developed by Black Hole Entertainment and published by Deep Silver and Namco. This title is inspired by the tabletop war game Warhammer Fantasy Battle.
The story follows two different strands, each with its heroes and events, one follows the Empire and Elven Forces and the other the Hordes of Chaos and Skaven forces.



	Publisher: Black Hole Entertainment
	Home page: www.markofchaos.com
	Last updated: July 25th, 2008
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Ultimate Apocalypse - THB Patch

The Ultimate Apocalypse - THB Patch features a massive Warhammer 40,000 battles where all 9 races in Soulstorm (and more!) have a chance at epic victory. A mod where there's no shortage of all new units, buildings, abilities, and even titans. Ultimate Apocalypse is continuously tested to ensure the epic battle experience it delivers remains unique.



	Publisher: Ultimate Apocalypse Mod Team
	Home page: www.moddb.com
	Last updated: December 3rd, 2017
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BlackBerry Web Tool for DST 2007 Device Updates

When the DST dates change in March 2007, BlackBerry devices will not update their clocks for the affected time zones if no patches for impacted BlackBerry software and third party software are applied.This patch installs Daylight Saving Time (DST) on your BlackBerry device.



	Publisher: Research In Motion Ltd.
	Last updated: March 9th, 2008
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Army of Darkness 3D Screensaver

Army of Darkness 3D Screensaver will bring the ultimate war to your desktop.
This unique screensaver will take you on a journey to visit the underworld.
You will be able to see the castle where all the evil forces reside.
The place is very gloomy with fire and lava all around.
Some really creepy music and sounds will help complete the scene.



	Publisher: Astro Gemini Software
	Home page: www.astrogemini.com
	Last updated: March 17th, 2008
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Freaky Creatures

Freaky Creatures is a cross-platform, massively multiplayer online game that allows players to build the ultimate, customizable creatures and battle them against friends. A massively multiplayer online game is a game which caters to a large numbers of players, often going into tens of thousands.



	Publisher: Abandon Interactive Entertainment
	Home page: www.freakycreatures.com
	Last updated: October 20th, 2008
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Warhammer Online - Age of Reckoning

Warhammer Online - Age of Reckoning is one hell of a game. I am not big fan of MMORPGs but this one is really good. Don't let all those acronyms confuse you. MMORPG stands for Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game. In short, it is a game where thousands of players meet and explore a persistent world.



	Publisher: EA
	Home page: www.warhammeronline.com
	Last updated: September 11th, 2010
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Battle.net

The desktop app for Battle.net is designed to improve your launcher experience. It'll also streamline your ability to play Blizzard game. Install games directly through the app and, if you choose to leave the app running on your desktop, keep them up-to-date automatically even while you’re away from your computer.



	Publisher: Blizzard Entertainment, Inc.
	Last updated: April 5th, 2024
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Pirates: Battle for the Caribbean

Pirates: Battle for the Caribbean is a simple action game where you watch a barrel of a base while defending the siege from the pirate ships (if you play the British) or British (if you play the pirates). Besides, Pirates: Battle for the Caribbean is totally free and you can download, install and play it, just simple like that.



	Publisher: Media Contact LLC
	Home page: www.gametop.com
	Last updated: March 1st, 2008
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The Battle for Middle-earth™ II

The Lord of the Ring: the battle for Middle Earth II is a strategy game developed by Electronics Arts.
This game is based on the famous books of J.R.Tolkien.
Plot: Of course that you will be able to find all the characters of the book, but in this case you will be able to be in more battles than in the film.



	Publisher: Electronic Arts
	Home page: www2.ea.com
	Last updated: February 14th, 2008
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Battle Rush

Battle Rush 1.1 is a game where you drive a tank battling your enemies to defend your base.
You guide your tank between the streets delimited with walls, using the arrow keys to move and the space bar to fire.
When you beat an enemy wave, you can go to the next level.



	Publisher: Elefun Multimedia
	Last updated: March 29th, 2008
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Mad Medley Battle

Kill all your enemies using a heavy armored tank. Learn how to drive this complicated but powerful vehicle. Spin the shotgun all the way around because you will be surrounded. Go ahead and crush all the soldiers on your way. Place mines for enemies that are real close to you. If you are able enough establish a good perimeter so your enemies won´t get so close.



	Publisher: MyPlayCity, Inc.
	Home page: www.MyPlayCity.com
	Last updated: July 2nd, 2018
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Battle for Wesnoth

Battle for Wesnoth is a fantasy-themed strategy game which is divided into several battles or scenarios in which you need to conquer and defend villages to win each battle. A series of scenarios make up a Campaign. The game includes 16 campaigns, each with a different difficulty level.



	Publisher: David White
	Home page: www.wesnoth.org
	Last updated: July 18th, 2023
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Warhammer 40000 Dawn of War II - Chaos Rising

In THQ Inc. and Relic Entertainment’s sequel to the acclaimed Dawn of War II real time strategy franchise, you return to sub sector Aurelia where a long lost frozen ice planet has reappeared from the Warp, bringing with it new secrets to uncover and foes to face.



	Publisher: THQ
	Last updated: October 27th, 2010
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Battle For Survival

Battle for Survival is a fascinating 3D-shooter game with advanced graphics. You will have to fight off the soldiers, using five types of weapons that you can pick up after eliminating the enemy. You will acquire bonuses points for each enemy that is eliminated.



	Publisher: Falco Software, Inc.
	Last updated: September 8th, 2013
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Battle Tanks

The game is a pixelated scrolling shooter in meaty style. There are 5 types of enemies in the game. From the lightest to the strongest and fastest. You can crush your enemies, or shoot from a cannon. And all this under a cool soundtrack!



	Publisher: Falco Software Company
	Home page: www.FalcoWare.com
	Last updated: May 8th, 2023
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Battle Painters

Battle Painters is a very simple game in which you must paint the screen with the color you are assigned as fast as possible. The game includes two modes: Battle and Ranking modes. In Battle mode, you compete with three other players, who can be human or computer players. In the first mode, the objective is to paint the higher percentage of the screen with your color before the time is up.



	Publisher: Saito Games
	Last updated: December 30th, 2009
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